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No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6031 243 4.71 1.62 31 5/8 9 5/8 32.5 7.22 4.2 112" 21

Prospect (Last, First)

Van Noy, Kyle

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

ILB/OLB(9tech)

DOB (Age)

3-26-91(28)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Glumicic, Slavko

TEAM

New England Patriots14 - 2nd - DET

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Brigham Young (UTBY)

5th year pro who’s started 43 out of 76 games in his career, including all 19 games in 2018, ending with a Super

Bowl victory. 3rd straight year playing in HC Bill Belichick’s 3-4 defence and being coached by LB’s coach Brain

Flores, often got deployed close to the LOS, mainly used as a stand-up OLB/9-tech on the strong side, was used

to chip TE’s and press slot receivers from this alignment in the pass game. Also, played some snaps at ILB, often

hovering over the strongside guard. Responsible for Hook/Curl zones, mainly asked to cover RB’s in man

coverage. Played 91% of snaps. Features good height, muscular build, good arm length and hand size. Displays

good AA, speed, COD, lateral agility, solid acceleration and quickness. Good vs interior runs when lined up close

to the LOS as an ILB, versus both Zone and Gap, has good pad level, good quick, hands and hand placement, uses

good arm and core strength and keeps head up, uses lateral agility against Zone blocks, moves feet through

contact, trusts his eyes, quickly diagnoses gap responsibility due to good mental processing, displays good

patience and discipline, won’t get fooled by PA, or misdirection’s in the backfield. Displays good ability to

leverage gap vs outside runs as both a 9 tech and ILB, against both gap and zone, keys the ball and displays solid

burst off the snap with good pad level, gains good ground with first step, uses strong, long hands to stalemate

OT’s, TE’s and maintain outside leverage, keeps eyes in the backfield and moves lineman with him to keep

himself in position to make a play. Solid at disengaging from blocks, uses length to separate, or combines ripping

the chest plate down with a swim to get past his man. Solid at tackling within his gap and in the open field,

breaks down, and keeps his head up while attacking with his chest and wrapping up with his arms, uses good

core and leg strength, limits YAC. Displays good pursuit, good motor, will chase plays down across the LOS and

downfield. Displays good pattern/route recognition in Zone, quickly recognizes pass and keeps head on a swivel

as he sinks into his zone, usually looks at the RB first and then uses good peripheral vision to see if any crossers

are coming into his zone, while also peaking back at the QB, stays discipline while also anticipating cuts and

moving with QB’s eyes. Also, will quickly recognize possible RPO situations, displays good eye discipline. Solid

route recognition in Man, will key in on his assignment, anticipates cuts well, especially on Texas and arrow

routes, displays good eye discipline to not overcommit to what he anticipates, not allowing himself to be

exposed by double moves. Solid at mirroring, displays good hips and COD to match RBs and TE's out of their

cuts, uses length to latch onto them and minimize separation, while also having the speed to run with them

across/down the field. Once the ball is in the air, quickly reacts and displays solid closing quickness, while also

attacking with force, making sure it’s not an easy catch. Has solid upfield burst as rusher, keys the ball, displays

solid pad level and burst off the line. Solid at converting his speed into power, can bull rush OTs back into the

pocket with his good play strength. Displays good closing speed to finish on the QB. Adequate at avoiding traffic

in the open field, especially on screen plays, adequate bend and ankle flexion makes it tough for him to sink by

offensive lineman and TE’s. When tackling in the open field, will get fooled by sudden changes of speed by

ballcarriers with good quickness, forcing him into a shoestring tackle attempt. When pressing slot WRs will get

antsy with feet and attack from a wide base. Adequate ball skills, in Man coverage, will be late to get head

around, making it hard for him to make plays on the ball consistently. In Zone coverage, usually looks to hit

receiver, instead of using his hands to try and disrupt the pass. Adequate pass rush rusher, adequate plan, rarely

varies his approach and lacks moves, often tries to fight straight through the OL with adequate bend. Adequate

blitzer from the ILB position, hesitates as he reaches the line, takes bad angles, often involving looping around

multiple lineman. In the NFL, he is a good starter you can win with as a OLB/9 tech and as an ILB who plays in

close proximity to the LOS, he wins with his strength against blockers in the run game, eye discipline to not get

fooled by offensive plays, awareness to know when to pass off or attack in zone and his never ending motor.

Struggles to evade blockers in the open field, especially on screens, lacks bend around the edge as a pass rusher,

doesn’t take effective angles as a blitzer.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

76
Games Started

43
Games Won

Bend, Blitz Angles, Locating Ball in Man Coverage

PROJECTION
Good starter you can win with as an OLB/9 tech and as an ILB who plays in close proximity 

to the LOS, he wins with his strength against blockers in the run game, eye discipline to not 

get fooled by offensive plays, awareness to know when to pass off or attack in zone and his 

never ending motor. Struggles to evade blockers in the open field, especially on screens, 

lacks bend around the edge as a pass rusher, doesn’t take effective angles as a blitzer (ILB).

2018: vs IND 10/04, vs KC 10/14, at CHI 10/21, vs GB 11/04, at PIT 12/16

53
Winning %

70%
Positions Started

INJURIES

ILB/OLB(9tech)

Any system that deploys him close to the LOS, mainly as a stand-up 9 tech, but also uses 

him as an ILB.

2014; Sports Hernia (Missed Weeks 1-8) 2015: None 2016: None 2017: Minor Calf Injury 

(Missed Weeks 14 - 16) 2018: None 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

Has increased his total stats every year since joining the Pats. In 2018, had 92 combined 

tackles (1st on team, 51st in the league), 5 TFL (3rd on team), 3.5 sacks (3rd on team), 10 

QB Hits (5th on team). 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Play Strength to Leverage Run Gaps, Eye Discipline, Zone Awareness, Motor

WORST


